
ABOUT THE SPEAKER
Soma Shri Sunil S. Sambare hails from Sangli’s (Tasgaon,Chinchni) Raj Vaidya  Family 
Maharashtra born in Nagpur & settled in Hyderabad. Being a traditional scholar, this led him to 
continue parallelly Vedic life sciences research & De-Coded in 22 Years Made Epoch Making 
Re-Discovery Divine Soma Plant, Ultimate Soma Yajnya {Analytical Scientific Observation} 
Divya Soma Rashtriya Veda VignanAnusandhanPeeth&SampoornaVyavasthaParivartan  
appliedParallelly. "Divine Soma Plant", which was based on the principles of 
SwadeshiChikitsaPaddhati. ShriSambare is the Founder President, Divya Soma Rashtriya 
Veda VigyanaAnusandhanPeeth, Secundrabad, India.Aims and objectives of the institution is 
to protect, Propogate Vedic Heritage{Soma, Soma Yajnya&ShroutaSamvardhana}, adoption 
of children from Urban &  Rural areas to educate them in traditional Modern Gurukula& Vedic 
Education System through Guru ShishyaParamparathere by creating a future generation with 
strong will power and spiritual youth.

ABSTRACTS
Soma Lata- A Precious Gift to Mankind: Soma has been  shrouded in mystery for centuries. 
It is simultaneously a sacred plant used in secret Hindu rituals,a personified god and a vital 
cosmological principle: yet despite its importance, scholars have been unable to positively 
identify Soma or to pierce the mysteries surrounding its use. Soma provides an important key 
to understanding the earliest systemized methods of medicine, psychology, magic, 
rejuvenation, longevity and alchemy. Most significant is that Sacred Soma Vedic Science 
Research Foundation intensive research has at last produced a convincing and surprising 
identification of the plants used to create the Soma drink (Somarasa). Soma the Divya 
Mahaushadhi of India, as well as member if the Mahaushadhi Varga,with the renewed interest 
in the ritual use of psychoactive substances, shamanism and psychoactive phenomena. Soma 
provides a much needed bridge between Eastern and Western esoteric traditions contained 
within the enigmatic verses about Soma in the Rigveda is a secret about ourselves and the 
nature of our relationship to the world and cosmos.

Effect of Soma Yajna- A Scientific Analysis: Agnihotra is a sacred tradition started by 
‘Rishis’ of Ancient India. It is considered as the worship of the Lord YajnaNaarayana. 
“Agnihotra” means worshipping Lord Vishnu – Naarayana riding in the divine serpent and 
controlling the cosmos. The Great Yaagaas that can be done in Kaliyuga are the Seven 
Somayaagas. Aapthoryaamam is the Seventh. Using a holy pyre (Agnihothram) and the 
shasthras, incorporating the ancient (Sanaathana) Indian Vedic knowledge and increasing life 
energy in nature via the Somarasa derived from the Somalatha and submitting it to Nature 
(Gods) is the Somayaagam. Soma means moon (Sa + Uma) and also means Lord Shiva. Uma 
mean Shakthi or Energy. By doing Somayaaga, our personal wishes and desires may not be 
obtained but what nature needs is absolutely obtained. The lecture will highlight relevant 
information on Somayaga with its environmental, analytical and scientific observations.
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Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts

cordially invites you to 
Public Lectures

by
Dr. Sunil S. Sambare 

(Founder President, Divya Soma Rashtriya Veda Vigyana Anusandhan Peeth, 
Secundrabad, India)

Topics:
Soma Lata- A Precious Gift to Mankind

22nd March, 2017, 05.30 p.m.

E�ect of Soma Yajna- A Scienti�c Analysis
23rd March, 2017, 05.30 p.m.

Venue:
Lecture Room

11,  Man Singh Road, IGNCA, New Delhi& 110001

website: www.ignca.nic.in 
e-mail: vedicheritage.ignca@gmail.com

Follow us on : www.facebook.com/IGNCA; Twitter: @igncakd
RSVP: +91-11-23388445, 23387498 
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